Diploma in Cyber Law/101 - Basis & Regulator Framework of Cyber World/Humanities
Item Text

Option Text 1

Option Text 2

Option Text 3

Option Text 4

The files which serves as audit trails and history of
organization are known as?

Transaction files

Master file

work files

entry files

What does a combination of representations for
data in files and of operations for accessing the data
known as?

computer hardware

Monitor

computer system

File Structure

Which is the process of ingesting, storing,
organizing and maintaining the data created and collected
by an organization?

Data creation

Data Storage

Data
management

Data distribution

The data management process includes a combination of
different functions that collectively aim to make sure that
the data in corporate systems is NOT

Accurate

Available

Inaccessible

Accessible

A lack of proper data management can saddle
organizations
with

Incompatible data
silos

Accessibility of
data

Accuracy of data

Availability of data

What is designed and deployed with database
systems and other types of repositories for an
organisation's data?

Data Warehouse

Data Governance

Datal Model

Data Architecture

What does the data programmes create data definitions
and usage policies to ensure that data is consistent across
systems?

Input

Relational database management system supports ACID
which stands for

Storage
acceptance,
courage,
intelligence
and durability

Output

atomicity,
consistency, isolation
and durability

Governance
access,
completeness,
input
and data

Account, character
and
instant duty

Which of the following is NOT a benefit of Data
Management?
Data is transferred from one point to another by means of

improving
operational
effectiveness
non operating signals

enabling better
decision
making
electrical signals

Select the INCORRECT property of a Protocol

Negotiation of
various connection
characteristics

What is the full form of TCP/ IP?
Select the Protocol which is specifically used for File
Transfer
what is the set of communications
protocols used for the Internet and other similar
networks?
Which one of the following is NOT a key element of a
Protocol?
For which purpose the net domain is used for?.

limit ability to
run business

spot market trends

mouse

How to destabilise
the
connection

keyboard
How to detect
unexpected loss
of
the connection,
and what to do
next

Transaction
connection Protocol/
Internet Protocol

Transmission
Control Protocol/
Invisible Protocol

Transmission
Calling Protocol/
Intrenet Protocol

Transmission
Control Protocol/
Internet Protocol

ARP

DNS

FTP

HTTP

TCP/IP

NTP

UDP

RTP

Syntax

Status

Timing
None of the Above

Mozilla Firefox

Gmail

Charles
Babbage
NET

None of these

Which out of the following is an example of Web
browser?

Yahoo

Semantics
Internet
infrastructure and
service providers
Google

Who invented the world wide web?

Tim Berners Lee

Sir Thomas

What does the internet is sometimes known as?

NIT

NAT

educational
institution

International
organizations

How to start and
end a message

NFT

The internet is

an internal
communication
system

a large network of
networks

a
communication
system for the
Indian
Government

all the above

